
Island Koh Lanta villa -  Pimalai Pool Villa 1B Details

PID : 100552

Price : 881 USD

Bedrooms : 1

Sleeps : 2

Baths : 2

Country : Thailand

Region : Koh Lanta

Town : Koh Lanta

Description

If you are an artist or photographer, you may wish to bring your equipment on holiday to capture

the beauty of the scene that presents itself to you as soon as you enter this villa. Overlooking your

infinity edge swimming pool measuring approximately 4m X 6m, the view is picture perfect with a

jungle foreground sparsely dotted with Thai style dwellings, palm trees, and topical hardwood

trees, leading down a valley to a sandy bay topped off with a wooded headland. Beyond are the

warm waters of the Andaman Sea leading out to islands in the distance. At night, the scene is

enhanced by rows of fishing boats lighting up the horizon. A garden sala offers a double mattress

with cushions to lie and gaze at the wonders of nature, and even a bench seat in the pool, either

side of spouting fish statues, faces the view of a lifetime. The bedroom and living room are in

separate units either side of the pool and offer the highest standard of accommodation with

24-hour pampering from the resort-staff who attend to your every need.

LOCATION

The Pimalai Resort and your villa are on the west coast of Koh Lanta Yai in Krabi Province. A

speedboat service from the mainland brings you to the resorts private jetty during calm weather or

to a more convenient location if the seas threaten to be a little choppy. Two grand communal

swimming pools, a fitness centre, spa, tennis courts, and beach sports offer a complete holiday

activity routine. The resort is peaceful, and tranquil so if you crave noise then you can rent

transport to take you north on the island where more beaches, some with accompanying villages,

are waiting to be discovered. As a tourist destination island, everything from elephant trekking,

Thai boxing, diving, to postcard buying is available around the low-key yet attractive holiday

paradise.

VACATION VILLA ACCOMMODATION

Bedrooms

The bedroom is spacious with a large four poster bed, sofa, armchair, coffee table and writing

desk. The bedroom also has a television for those that want a break from the breathtaking ocean

views available from the bed.

Bathrooms

The villa contains two bathrooms. The bathroom in the main bedroom has a large bath tub with a

spectacular view for a romantic soak, shower, his and hers basin and is fully equipped with ironing

facilities, closet, full length mirrors and toiletries.

Dining Room

Dining is possible both inside the villa in the living quarters or on the outside balcony. Enjoy eating

and drinking with loved ones as the warm breeze, ocean views and jungle surroundings carry your

stresses away.

Kitchen

The kitchen comes fully equipped and is ready for your own culinary creativity. Whip up your

favorite cocktails from the mini bar and fridge. A microwave, kettle, toaster and wine rack make it a

home away from home.

Living Rooms

The Living room offers stunning views from its large patio doors. Sit back in the large comfortable

sofa and enjoy an array of international programming on the television as you settle in for the

night.

Rental Conditions



Property owner

Name : Thailand Holiday Homes

Prices

Low season : 881   USD

Normal : 881 USD

High season : 1178 - 1394 USD
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